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Abstract
Seismic performance of traditional houses of Iran is investigated in this paper. Structural
classification of such buildings is carried out regarding their structural elements. Climate and
seismicity of Iran is briefly discussed. Then vulnerability of adobe houses and their failure
mechanisms in recent earthquakes of Bam (26 Dec 2003) and Dahoeieh-Zarand (22 Feb 2005)
are examined.
1- Introduction
In Iran like in many other third-world countries, most of the rural houses are made of mud and
adobe. Various reasons have caused adobe construction to be the first choice for a long time;
among them, low-cost materials, environmental compatibility, good insulation, simple
construction methods and limited financial resources are the most considerable ones. On the
other hand, experiences of earthquakes in recent century show that these houses can not resist
even moderate earthquakes, mainly because of their high weight and low seismic toughness
capacity. For example, most of the 40000+ deaths during the December 26, 2003 Bam
earthquake in Iran were due to the collapse of such buildings. Therefore, In order to have any
plan to reduce the casualties of future earthquakes, it is necessary to investigate the current
status of seismic vulnerability of these types of buildings. In response to this need, a long term
project has been defined at Sharif University of Technology. As the first phase of this project,
it has been planned to inspect and collect all structural characteristics of the existing rural
houses in the earthquake-prone provinces. Then the data is processed in order to find a few
limited structural types as representatives of rural houses in the country.
This paper reports part of the results of the ongoing investigation in this phase of the study.
First a background on seismicity of Iran is presented, and then climate of Iran and its effects
on construction are briefly discussed. In the next section, structural classification of rural
houses of Iran which is the first step for any further studies is discussed. This classification is
based on the structural elements of the houses. Therefore, it is necessary to know about the
shape, function and construction method of these elements. Vulnerability analysis of adobe
houses of Iran and their failure mechanisms are also presented with an emphasis on recent
calamitous earthquakes.
2- The Seismicity of Iran
A review of the seismic history of Iran shows that this country is in a high seismic region. In
fact, Iran is located on Alpine-Himaliyan earthquake belt which extends from west Portugal
eastward along southern Europe, southern east Asia, and then encircling the Pacific Ocean.
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Major geological structures of Iran are the Elborz Mountains in the North, the Zagros belt in
the west and south, the Kopet-dagh range in the northeast, the depression of the Great Kavir in
the center, Lut in the east and the Caspian Sea in the north [1].
The relative plate motion along the Zagros Mountains suggests both compression and rightlateral motion of the Eurasian Plate against the Arabian Plate margin with a high rate of 20-30
mm/yr, which is the main cause of frequent earthquakes in this region [1]. Figure 1 shows the
Eurasian and Arabian plate techtonics.

Figure 1: Plate techtonics of the
Middle East [2]

Figure 2: Seismic hazard map of Iran [3]

In recent 30 years, Iran has experienced several catastrophic earthquakes, causing
considerable mortalities and extensive destructions. Some of the most deadly earthquakes in
this period are: Tabas earthquake of 16 september 1978 (18,000 deaths), Manjil earthquake of
20 June 1990 (40,000 deaths), Ardakul earthquake of 10 May 1997 (1,500 deaths), Bam
earthquake of 26 December 2003 (40,000 deaths) and Dahoeieh-Zarand earthquake of 22
Febriuray 2005 (1,000 deaths). Figure 2 shows seismic macrozonation hazard map of Iran for
using in seismic design provision of Iranian code [3].
3- Climate of Iran and its effects on construction
The Iranian plateau is located in a dry region of the world; deserts of North Africa and Arab
peninsula start from the coasts of the Atlantic Ocean in west of Africa, pass through Iran and
finally end to Afghanistan and Turkmenistan [4]. Red Crescent organization has divided Iran
into four climatic zones [5]:
• Southern shores of the Caspian Sea – Temperate Climate (high moisture content and
abundant amount of rain)
• Northern shores of the Persian Gulf & Sea of Oman – Hot and Humid Climate (high
temperature and irritating moisture)
• Mountains and High Plateau Regions – Cold Climate (low temperature and long
winters)
• Central Plateau Regions – Hot and dry Climate (stifling heat, dry weather, and desert
winds)
Figure 3 shows the four climatic zones of Iran schematically.
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Figure 3: Climatic zones of Iran [4]

In modern houses, technology and different types of mechanical instruments are employed to
compete against these climatic affairs. But in the past, no air-conditioning system existed, and
house builders had to do something to overcome the bad weather (for example build very
thick walls) and also had to shape their houses in a way that sunlight and winds would work
for the convenience of dwellers of the houses. Generally, it can be inferred that our traditional
houses, unlike modern buildings, were not against the nature, but in logical coexistence inside
the nature. Houses in every climatic region have some characteristics in common which are
presented in the following part.
3-1- Southern shores of the Caspian Sea – Temperate Climate
Buildings in this region are separate and with open yards. Roofs are mostly inclined covered
by roofing thatch, tiles, galvanized iron, and etc. The first floor is usually built higher than the
ground level. Materials used in construction consist of wood, stone, mud, adobe, straw, tile,
and so on.
3-2- Northern shores of the Persian Gulf and the sea of Oman - Hot and Humid Climate
Buildings in this region are semi-introvert, having central courtyards. Stories are even up to 4
meters high with tall and wide openings. Porches are also wide and roofs are usually flat.
Adobe, stone, brick, and straw are often used in construction.
3-3- Mountains and High Plateau Regions – Cold Climate
Rooms are relatively short with flat roofing while openings are comparatively small as are
porches and courtyards. Walls are considerably thick and materials which are used for
construction are just available ones, such as stone, wood, mud and straw.
Thick walls and small openings help to make the house well-insulated. Thick walls made of
masonry materials serve as heat storage, absorbing the heat during daytime and spreading it
into the house during night.
3-4- Central Plateau Regions – Hot and dry Climate
"Kavir” and “Lut" deserts are two dry and arid areas in the center of Iran, comprising almost
15 percent of the country.
Houses have central courtyards, porches, and wind-trappers (kind of adobe canal functioning
as a natural air conditioner). Roofs are mostly in vault or dome shapes positioned on rather
thick walls. Mud, adobe, and brick are common materials used in constructions of these
regions.
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4- Structural Classification of Rural Houses of Iran
The rural houses found in different parts of Iran are categorized herein. Although the existing
rural houses vary widely in architecture, plan and dimensions, they roughly fall into the
following groups based on the type of their structural elements which will be discussed later.
• Mud walls with adobe arched roofs
• Adobe walls with flat or adobe arched roofs
• Stone walls with flat or adobe arched roofs
• Brick walls with flat or adobe arched roofs
• Wooden walls with inclined roofs
Figure 4 shows examples of different types mentioned above.

(a) Mud walls with adobe arched roof

(b) Adobe walls with flat roof

(c) Stone walls with flat roof
(d) Brick walls with flat roof
Figure 4: Different types of rural houses of Iran

5- Structural Elements
Vertical and lateral load bearing behavior of a structural system comprised of individual
structural elements is very important during a moderate or severe earthquake. Thus, they play
a great role in seismic behavior of structures and it is essential to study the characteristics of
these elements in order to investigate and categorize the rural houses of Iran. Amongst all
parts of a building, those which are discussed herein are:
• Roofs
• Walls
• Openings
• Foundation
• Structural integrity
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Each of these items can be divided into different types according to its shape and constituent
materials. During years of construction and experiencing natural phenomena, they have
evolved into the present situation. In what follows, different types of each of these elements
will be discussed in brief and a simple sketch will be depicted to give more details.
In most parts of Iran, appropriate earth for construction purposes can be found broadly. As a
result, clay soil is widely used as the main construction material of rural houses in different
parts of Iran. Earth might be used in rural houses in the form of mud or adobe. Various parts
of a building are constructed using earth including roof, walls and foundation.
5-1-Roofs
Roofs are built in arched form using adobe and mud or flat form using wooden beams, mud
and branches of trees as covering materials; it is also found in inclined form using wooden
beams, covered with roofing thatch, tiles, or galvanized iron. There are different types of
arched roofs like quadripartite arched roofs, crescent-shaped arched roofs, dome roofs,
vaulted roofs and complex arched roofs. These systems are shown in figure 5.
In mountainous regions and also those regions having access to wood, flat roofs are quite
common. In this type of roof, wooden beams are used to carry the load of the roof, and then
mud and branches of trees are used to cover the roof. Figure 6 shows this system of roofing
schematically.
Both flat and arched roofs are thatched (covered with mud and straw) every one or two years
to protect the roof from permeation of water during precipitation.

(a) Sketch of quadripartite arched roof [6]

(b) Quadripartite arched roof

(c) Sketch of crescent-shaped arched roof [7]

(d) Crescent-shaped arched roof
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(e) Construction of a dome roof [8]

(f) Dome roof

(g) Sketch of vaulted roof [6]

(h) Vaulted roof

(i) Sketch of complex arched roof [7]
(j) Complex arched roof
Figure 5: Different types of arched roofs

(a) Sketch of flat roof [6]

(b) Flat roof
Figure 6: Flat roofs
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5-2- Walls
Earthen walls are built using mud alone or adobe with mud mortar. Mud walls are one of the
oldest structures found in Iran because of simplicity of construction and availability of
materials. Walls may also be built of stone.
To avoid lateral collapse of walls, earthen buttresses are employed, helping the wall to retain
its stability during earthquakes.

(a) A mud wall – more than 4 meters tall

(b) An adobe wall – more than 85
centimeters thick

(c) A stone wall with wooden separators at
(d) Earthen buttresses
every 50 centimeters for leveling
Figure 7: Different kinds of walls

5-3- Openings
Dimensions and positions of openings are highly affected by climate, available materials and
cultures. Dimensions of openings have a strong effect on seismic behavior and shear strength
of the walls. Openings can be divided into three types due to their sizes: windows, doors and
depressions in walls used as shelves. They are also categorized according to their construction
method: in some of them wooden lintels are used (Figure 8a) and in others, the top of the
opening is closed with a small vault (Figure 8b).
5-4- Foundation
Although foundations are very important for stability of buildings, they are not given much
attention in rural construction. Generally, foundation construction is mostly affected by the
topography of the site and the soil condition, and it is not considered serious, unless in regions
having very loosing soils such as organic soils. In mountainous regions and those villages
built on very stiff soils, foundation might not be found at all; whereas a stone sitting, rising up
to two meters, is built to level the ground for construction. In regions that foundations are
built, their depths range from 50 to 100 centimeters. Some types of foundations are shown in
figure 9.
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(a) An opening with a wooden lintel
(b) An opening with a vault
Figure 8: Types of openings

(a) Stone foundation for an adobe wall
Figure 9: Foundation

(b) Deterioration in walls

5-5- Structural Integrity
One of the most serious problems in rural houses is their weak connections against lateral
forces, causing a lot of damage during earthquakes. Instability of connections is encountered
in different parts of buildings such as connection of walls to each other, connection of the roof
to the walls and connection of beams to columns. Some of these connections are depicted in
figure 10.

(a) Beam to column connection – only nails are
(b) Roof to wall connection – wooden
used
beams are embedded in walls
Figure 10: Connections
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6- Vulnerability Study of Adobe Houses of Iran
6-1- Problems in Adobe Houses
As mentioned in section two, most of the casualties during recent earthquakes in Iran were
due to the collapse of massive earthen houses. Therefore, the rest of this study is devoted to
these types of structures. The failure mechanisms of earthen walls and roofs are examined
herein specifically during Bam earthquake of 26 December 2003 and Dahoeieh-Zarand
earthquake of 22 February 2005.
Several problems in adobe houses cause partial or full damage during an earthquake, such as:
weak wall-to-wall connections, short support in brick vaulted roofs, using poor mortars,
improper tie-beams and large spacing between ties and stirrups. The last four items are related
to lack of technical knowledge of people engaged in construction of rural houses.
6-1-1- Weak Wall-to-Wall and Roof-to-Wall Connections
In rural areas no especial strategy is taken for wall to wall connection but laying the adobe
blocks alternatively in orthogonal directions which results in a weak interlock. This
connection is not strong enough to resist against lateral forces and to hold such massive walls
together. Figure 11 shows large vertical cracks along the wall to wall connection that might
lead to the entire collapse of the wall in recent Dahoeieh-Zarand earthquake.

Figure 11: Vertical crack in wall to wall
connection due to weak interlock

Figure 12: Lack of out-of-plane resistance
of walls

6-1-2- Lack of Out-of-Plane Resistance of Walls
One of the most important issues among the critical problems in such traditional buildings is
lack of out-of-plane resistance of walls. If walls are not supported laterally, for example by
buttresses, they may collapse totally, as depicted in figure 12.
6-1-3- Brick Jack-Arch with Inadequate Support Length
The support is not wide enough where the brick jack-arch sits on the beam; therefore the arch
slips in ground movements. This can be seen in figure 13.

Figure 13: Slippage of brick jack-arches
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6-1-4- Poor Quality Mortars
In rural houses mud is usually used as a mortar despite its low tensile strength. Nowadays
sand-cement mortar is also used widely, but usually not prepared correctly due to lack of
technical know-how and supervision. So, the bricks can be separated easily as it is shown in
figure 14.

Figure 14: Inappropriate mortars

6-1-5- Ill-prepared Tie-Beams
Not being aware of the tragic outcomes and just for decreasing the costs, the structural
elements are not built in accordance with the construction regulations. Figures 15 to 18 show
wrong methods of construction of tie-beams.

Figure 15: Concrete is replaced by bricks inside
the tie

Figure 16: The distance between ties
reaches to 40 cm

Figure 17: Poor quality of concrete

Figure 18: Poor quality of concrete –
concrete can be easily broken by hands
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6-1-6- Improper Use of New Materials
Although new materials like steel, brick and cement have reached to rural regions, but they
are usually used in a wrong way. Brick has merely been a substitute for adobe, as steel is for
wood. Various cases were observed that walls were made up of bricks and mud mortar that is
too weak in tension (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Using bricks with mud mortar and steel beams instead of wooden beams

6-2- Failure Mechanisms
6-2-1- Quadripartite Arched Roofs
This type of roofing system is very common in different parts of Iran. Many of these roofs
failed in Bam and Dahoeieh-Zarand earthquakes with almost similar mechanisms. The
mechanism usually starts with a crack at the mid-span of one of the walls in the direction of
earthquake, exactly at the top of the large opening. In Figure 20, the crack is visible at the top
of the opening. The crack may extend upward in the weak part of the roof, where two parts of
the quadripartite roof reach to each other and is prone to be separated (Figures 21 and 22).
Moreover, the wall in question will be separated from the perpendicular wall due to weak
connection (Figure 23). If the earthquake keeps on, this part of the wall may fall down causing
the collapse of one-forth of the roof because of lack of any other support (Figure 24). This
may finally lead to full collapse of the walls and the roof (Figure 25).

Figure 20: Crack in the upper part of the
opening

Figure 21: Development of crack upward in
the roof
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Figure 22: Development of crack upward in the
roof

Figure 23: Separation of walls at the corner

Figure 24: Collapse of parts of the roof

Figure 25: Total collapse of the roof

6-2-2- Adobe Vaulted Roofs
Another popular type of roofs which is mostly used in covering the corridors and a number of
rooms next to each other is adobe vaulted roof. It was observed in recent earthquakes that first
of all it is the front wall that falls down, and then the stability of the roof would depend on the
only two lateral walls (Figure 26). Therefore, the failure of the roof will be avoided if these
walls are supported somehow. This is the case in figure 27 that roofs in a number of adjacent
rooms are undamaged, because the lateral walls are standing, although the front walls are all
demolished. In another case in figure 28, a vault has not failed because the lateral walls are
connected to each other by means of a tie-rod. As it is seen in figure 29, buttresses are other
useful means to support the walls laterally, thus maintaining the roof’s stability. They were
widely used in Zarand; most of them remained undamaged during the earthquake. To
summarize, it seems that if the walls of an arched roof are supported to stand up to an
earthquake, the roof will not crash generally.

Figure 26: Failure of the front wall – vault is still
sound

Figure 27: Stability of vaults in adjacent rooms
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Figure 28: Using tie-rods to anchor the opposite
walls

Figure 29: Using buttresses to support the walls
laterally

6-2-3- Complex Arched Roofs
Complex arched roofs consist of different parts as seen in figure 30; “Lengeh” is the loadbearing component of the roof which is actually a precast arch made of gypsum. It is usually
reinforced using branches of pomegranate trees inside. The cross section of a Lengeh is shown
in figure 31. Two of these are positioned 20 to 60 centimeters apart and filled with adobes.
This assemblage is called a “Toveizeh” that is repeated every one meter. The space between
these parts is covered with adobe blocks, called “Tagh”. Figure 32 shows a schematic of a
complex arched roof.
These roofs, like other kinds of earthen roofs, are too heavy because of numerous layers of
soil that cover the adobes; each layer about 2 to 5 centimeters thick (figure 33). Figure 34
shows a complex arched roof which was destroyed in recent Dahoeieh-Zarand earthquake.

Figure 30: Profile of a “Lengeh” [7]

Figure 32: Sketch of a complex arched roof [7]

Figure 31: Sketch of a “Toveizeh”

Figure 33: Layers of soil that cover the adobes
in an arched roof
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Figure 34: Complex arched roofs destroyed on Dahoeieh-Zarand earthquake

7- Conclusions
A short introduction on climate and seismicity of Iran was presented. Structural elements such
as roofs, walls, openings, foundations and connections were investigated and their types and
methods of construction were explained. According to these elements five types of rural
houses were introduced. Vulnerability analysis of adobe houses and their failure mechanisms
were examined. Considering these mechanisms it seems that collapse of roofs could be
avoided by preventing the bearing walls from falling down by any means, which will
guarantee a life safety level of service.
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